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End in sight for Greece's long quest to complete national land registry
Greece, the only European country without a proper register of land ownership, is confident it will finally have one in place by
2021 after spending hundreds of millions of euros on a project that began more than 20 years ago.
The lack of a complete record of property ownership across the country is a major barrier to investment, proper taxation and
growth. It was once a buzzword for the bureaucratic morass of Greece, which was forced to request three international bailouts
from 2010 to 2015 totalling 280 billion euros ($317 billion) to stay afloat.
On Wednesday, the country opened its biggest land registry office in Athens, home to nearly half of the Greek population.
The government hopes the new centre will help speed up the process to compile a nationwide database as Athens residents
will be able to register their assets in rural Greece without having to travel outside the capital.
The new registry is a 3,000 square metre (32,000-sq.ft) cavernous office complex to the north of Athens with a green metal roof
that was built to host gymnastics events at the 2004 Athens Olympics.
Staff at the new centre and in smaller offices outside the capital aim to establish an electronic database that will cover the
whole country by 2021, a deadline agreed with Greece’s foreign creditors.
Concluding the project has been a condition of each of Athens’ three bailouts, the last of which expired last August.
“(Preparations) are now at their peak, we are optimistic that it will be completed by 2021,” Aria Ioannidi, manager of the
project, told Reuters from the new office.
While that is still two years away, it marks progress for a project that was launched in 1998 by the socialist government of then
Prime Minister Costas Simitis.
When Athens applied for its first international bailout in 2010, Greece and Albania were the only two countries in Europe that
lacked a computerised register of land ownership and usage. Albania has since introduced one.
In Greece, only about 30 percent of titles deeds have been electronically registered, hampered by a lack of offices and
infrastructure.
Some Greeks believe that without pressure from its international lenders Greece would not have even progressed that far.
“If we didn’t have the troika (of lenders) to put pressure on us it would have taken us another 10 years to finish it,” an official
who participates in the project told Reuters.
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More than 3,000 people have already signed up to register assets at the new Athens registry.
Many Greeks, though, are not happy with the process. Years of austerity has already tested their patience and the prospect of
further red tape and accompanying expenses is stirring anger.
“It’s costly and time-consuming, I’m here since early morning and I haven’t finished yet,” says 67-year old Athanasios Theos,
holding a paper bag full of documents.
“We registered our home and some land plots decades ago in the tax offices, we are paying property tax since day one and now
they are asking us for more money to register them here.”

More hikes are expected in objective values
The Finance Ministry is expected within the month to invite chartered property surveyors to express their interest in the
process of a new adjustment of property rates used for tax purposes, known as “objective values,” which will go into force at
the end of June.
The government has agreed with its creditors to carry out a fresh revision of the objective values in 2019 as well as in 2020 so
that they come closer to matching actual commercial prices. Last week’s European Commission report showed that the
government could have used the zone rates surveyors had proposed in 2018, which were apparently modified by the ministry
to avoid any major increases in the Single Property Tax (ENFIA).
However, the government decided to call on surveyors to produce new value proposals for the entire country.
A surveyor who last year worked on the property rates of Fthiotida and Evrytania in central Greece, tells Kathimerini that the
prices he recommended were ignored in their entirety by the ministry.
This new adjustment will, according to surveyors, lead to a fresh increase in objective values. They argue that the rejection of
their proposals for many parts of the country meant that the differences between market rates and objective values remain.
They anticipate large hikes in densely populated areas and a reduction by up to 30 percent in more upscale parts of Athens.
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